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youll be watching the league of extraordinary gentlemen.
its hilarious, just campy enough to be fun, and pulls
together various literary icons in a whirlwind adventure tale.
i hope you like steampunk! obviously, anyone can enjoy this
game, but it really suits geeks of the literary persuasion
who can appreciate the hilarity of diverse characters being
brought together. they get sooo much stuff wrong and
some things oh so right. also, fans of the original comic
book may enjoy this game, but im aware that many die-
hard fans are less than pleased with this adaptation of their
favorite comic. maybe the alcohol will ease your pain while
you hate-watch either way, have fun getting wasted,
friends! based on the comic book/graphic novel series by
alan moore and kevin o'neill, the league of extraordinary
gentlemen is about a team of iconic adventurers from 19th
century english literature who are members of a league
imbued with the task of protecting england. in this movie,
mysterious m (thought by the comic book characters to be
sherlock holmes' older brother, mycroft holmes) recruits
individuals with special abilities to protect england from a
master criminal. these individuals are harvested from the
writings of a rich crop of authors from h.g. wells' invisible
man to robert louis stevenson's dr. jekyll and mr. hyde. the
league of extraordinary gentlemen is basically a rip-off of
the invisible man, but it tries hard to be more than that. it
actually has a running theme of the outsider, and so it also
owes a debt to the novels of william hope hodgson and his
the house on the borderland. the league seems to have
been made to be as dense as the house on the borderland,
though in a slightly less enjoyable way. some of the plot is
more straightforward than in that book, and its characters
are more developed, but in general, the quality of the
cinematic version is lower than that of its comic book
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counterpart. the league of extraordinary gentlemen has
been made to be entertaining, but it may not be particularly
original.
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